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Abstract

Background: Health care professionals have encountered ethically difficult situations for decades in their clinical practice. Various clinical ethics support has been established in order to deal with these issues. Moral case deliberation is a new developed approach that deliberates over ethically difficult cases in clinical practice. However, there is lack of knowledge that describes the characteristics of the moral case deliberation and how this differs to related clinical ethics support where a concept analysis may clarify the differences. Aim: To analyse the concept of moral case deliberation and related concepts. Methods: Integrative literature review. Rodger’s evolutionary view of concept analysis has been used for clarification of the concept. Using specific keywords in the databases, searching for peer-reviewed academic paper published in English between 1995-2017 in the CINAHL, MEDLINE, Psych Info, Academic Search Elite and AMED. Results: Moral case deliberation (MCD) was defined as an approach with four specific characteristics: 1) Perspective sharing via dialogue, 2) training moral awareness, 3) moral emotional deliberation, and 4) moral support and joint learning. The presence of a facilitator who is trained in a specific method for the MCD reflection seemed to be important when stimulating the discussion from a patient perspective. Conclusions: Clarify the concept of moral case deliberation can be useful for healthcare professionals when choosing a facilitate-base reflection. Through a mutual dialogue and perspective sharing can MCD train staff members in moral awareness, create a space for emotions to be expressed and finally work as an platform for joint learning.
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1. Introduction

Progress in technology and medical advancement in the twentieth century in
parallel with improvements in living conditions and persons’ changing lifestyles have been successful regarding aging in developed societies [1] [2]. These developments also mean that many people are living longer with problems associated with chronic disease. Healthcare has developed and advanced treatments and methods in order to treat diseases and maintain life. Providing a treatment could mean that a patient’s individual autonomy is sometimes ignored [3]. The staff who care for such people may have opinions on how the treatment or care should be provided. Furthermore, the family members may also have opinions on care and treatment. There have been major ethical challenges for staff to provide person-centred care, both in the hospital setting and in the municipality. Nurses today face ethical challenges in providing person-centred care in clinical practice. Nurses are facing ethical issues and moral dilemmas are common [4].

To provide good and person-centred care requires not only medical skills, knowledge transfer and communication, but also ethical awareness and self-reflection [5]. Health care professionals have been confronted with ethically difficult situations for decades [6] [7] and various types of clinical ethics support [8] [9] have developed through research. Moral Case Deliberation (MCD) is a recently developed concept which has been defined in previous scientific articles. The concept has been defined as completely distinct to ethical consultation, an older and more common method of resolving ethical dilemmas in healthcare. Clarification of the concept of MCD is necessary, as it is becoming more widely used in European healthcare settings. Therefore it is essential to provide a concept clarification of moral case deliberation.

Ethical issues have been a major challenge for health care institutions for addressing the needs of patient care in an ethically acceptable manner [10] [11]. Nurses are predominantly the largest group to be confronted with these issues [12]. Since the first report, nearly 40 years ago ethical issues have been deliberated [13], and various clinical ethics support; ethics committees, ethics consultation and moral case deliberation (Libow et al. 1992; Molewijk et al. 2008a; Altsent et al. 2013) have been established in order to help health care professionals dealing with these issues.

Over the last decade a new concept developed in order to support staff dealing with moral issues, namely moral case deliberation (MCD) [14]. MCD is a growing concept of case deliberation in many European countries, predominantly in the Netherlands. The concept needed to be clarified in order to increase understanding differences in relation to other clinical ethics support.

2. Methods

The process of concept analysis was performed using the steps outlined in Rodgers’ [15] evolutionary method. In this a clarification of the concept will be provided from a linguistic level as to what “moral”, “case” and “deliberation” each mean along with a discussion of their relevance to ethics (Table 1).

The first step was to identify the interdisciplinary fields of sources appropriate
Table 1. Rodgers’ Evolutionary Method for Concept Analysis (Rodgers, 1989).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identify and name the concept of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Identify and select an appropriate realm (settings and sample) for data collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Collect data relevant to identify.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Identify the attributes of the concept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Identify the antecedent and consequential occurrences, if possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Analyze data regarding the above characteristics of the concept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Identify an example of the concept, if appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Identify implications, hypotheses and implications for further development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for data collection. Then, the attributes of the concept, as well as surrogate and related concepts, and antecedents and consequences were described. Finally, implications for further development were generated.

The literature search was systematically conducted together with a professional librarian from the university. Firstly, together with the librarian, a search was conducted to identify relevant keywords that were specific and relevant to the concept. The search for this concept was conducted systematically in the databases CINAHL, Medline, Psych Info, Academic Search Elite and AMED. A search history was created within the database where the author and the librarian discussed how to combine various search keywords responded to the purpose of the concept. Search terms used were: ethical deliberation, moral deliberation, case deliberation, moral case deliberation, ethical case deliberation, ethics round, clinical ethics round, ethical discussion, health care professionals, nurse, nursing, caring. The search generated 55 responses in Cinahl, 110 in Medline, 103 in Psychinfo, Academic search elite, and 3 in Amed. In total 427 articles, books, dissertations and policy documents were found. See the search strategy in Figure 1.

Included articles were from 1995 to 2017 and were limited to English language, full text and peer-reviewed literature. We excluded literature which contained unpublished dissertations, policy documents, book reviews and articles with no relevance. Articles which did not have a focus on ethics deliberation or related surrogate terms were also excluded. In order to avoid bias, the literature search was not restricted to nursing literature. In order to help define the concept an online dictionary and philosophical works were also included in the search. The data were also searched in philosophical work and online dictionary in order to define the concept. The next step in the searching was to combine different search terms according to the following (Figure 1).

Data analysis: A wide range of articles were found during the search, including teaching ethics, ethics rounds, ethical deliberation, and moral deliberation. In total 24 theoretical and empirical studies were selected which concerned moral case deliberation. In the first step the key characteristics of the concept were found. From this, in a second step, defining and analyzing attributes of the concept
were generated, in part through comparison with related concepts. In a third stage, the concept is further exemplified through discussion of examples or cases that are exemplary, related or contrary [16]. In a fourth and final stage, the antecedents and consequences of the use of the concept are described (Table 2).

3. Results

1) Development of the concept Moral Case Deliberation (MCD)

The earliest uses of the term moral deliberations concerned the analogy of the methodological and theoretical comparison between decision-making theory which was named the “decisionist” approach, and the “deliberationist” approach [17]. The idea of case deliberation for health care professionals was further developed by philosophers Steinkamp and Gordijn (2003). They described a theoretical background of ethical case deliberation in comparison with four other existing methods from a philosophical perspective. The concept Moral deliberation developed when it was used for the first time a model for care in psychiatric nursing practice [18]. The concept was extended by including the concept of “CASE”, when it became known as Moral Case Deliberation, having been first defined by the Dutch ethicist Bert Molewijk (2008). MCD concerned its implementation in a range of Dutch healthcare settings [19].

The concept MCD has been defined in several ways: it consists of a collaborative, systematic reflection on a real clinical case [20], methodological reflection on concrete moral cases among health care professionals [19], a facilitator-led collective moral inquiry of healthcare professionals into a concrete moral question connected to a real case in their practice [21]. These definitions highlight the presence of a facilitator, a concrete ethical problem, and the use of collective reflection. Some researcher mentioned that the facilitator is specially trained
Table 2. The outline of antecedents, attributes and consequences of the concept moral case deliberation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antecedents</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Morally difficult situations</td>
<td>- Perspective sharing via dialogue.</td>
<td>- Improved communication among healthcare staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Moral conflict</td>
<td>- Training moral awareness.</td>
<td>- Better ability to recognize moral dilemmas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Moral dilemmas</td>
<td>- Moral emotional deliberation.</td>
<td>- Greater moral awareness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Moral issues</td>
<td>- Moral support and joint learning.</td>
<td>- Improved quality of patient care.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In other words, MCD can serve as a way to deal with concrete problems and to train moral competencies at the same time. From this starting-point, it is clear that while the concept embraces a range of aspects, there are commonalities.

2) Defining attributes

In order to clarify the meaning of the concept, we have examined dictionary definitions. The term “Moral Case Deliberation” is a recent development, and therefore was not present in the standard dictionaries or indexed in the databases CINAHL, Pub Med and Medline. Therefore, since it is a three-word concept, the words “moral”, “case” and “deliberation” were examined separately in the Oxford English Dictionary.

Concerning moral: There is a wide range of definitions, the most appropriate definition of moral for this study purposes was: Treating of or concerned with the nature of good and evil, right and wrong, or the rules of right conduct, as a subject of study [24] [25].

Concerning case: The most suitable definition for this paper was: An instance of a particular situation; an example of something occurring [24] [25].

Concerning deliberation: The appropriate definition was: The action of deliberating, or weighing a thing in the mind; careful consideration with a view to decision, or careful slowness [24] [25].

Having examined the words that make up the concept, as well as descriptions in the academic literature, a range of aspects of moral case deliberation has emerged. This section will define the concept in terms of its necessary and sufficient characteristics. The MCD characterized as collective reflection over an authentic case with ethical or moral nature where the dialogue is facilitated by an ethicist whose function is to create a discussion using a specific method (Socratic dialogue or Dilemma method). The following attributes, are present in moral
case deliberation: 1) Perspective sharing via dialogue, 2) training moral awareness, 3) moral emotional deliberation, 4) moral support and joint learning. These attributes are displayed in Table 3.

3) Perspective sharing via dialogue

In healthcare settings moral issues are often deliberated through moral dialogue among staff members, patients and other stakeholders [20]. These moral deliberation dialogues are distinct from other types of dialogue since they focus on human values and experiences rather than other things, for example, technical objects. Moral dialogues are intended to create the right conditions for mutual understanding and they function as a means for staff to provide good care [26]. One of the crucial roles of the dialogue is that it can function as a model for sharing perspectives and deliberating over moral issues in healthcare [26] [27] [28] by letting the staff tell their narratives [29] where through dialogue they develop a new way of seeing and acting with the experience they have but in a different manner [28]. In this dialogue the professionals are asked to be involved in an argumentation where they could explain moral quandaries [8]. Other aspects of the moral dialogue concerns the outcome in which provide learning [30] 4) Training moral awareness (individual and group)

The MCD facilitators with their knowledge in ethics support staff members ability in joint reasoning, and foster a systematic and constructive dialogue from a moral perspective [14]. Moral awareness and competencies are enhanced as the result of moral reflection by being distant from the practice, and seeing it from another perspective [31]. They are also enhanced through learning to reflect ethically by the fact of doing it in a practical way [32]. The starting point for moral awareness when the staff gather to discuss and reflect on ethical issues in a group, and ask questions concerning right and wrong [20] [33].

5) Moral emotional deliberation

Table 3. Overview over advantages and disadvantages using concept analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To operationalize a concept used in clinical practice</td>
<td>Concept analysis cannot generate a new concept but only validate the existing concepts reflected on a theoretical base.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To perform research using logical, systematic and intellectual analysis when clarifying meaning</td>
<td>It is a rigorous process that requires long time in reading and rereading, including persistent focus on the concepts of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To develop measuring instruments</td>
<td>There are no firm rules on how to go about the process when doing concept analysis, therefore an individual may be unsure of how to start the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To refine and validate</td>
<td>The researcher can feel overwhelmed and uncertain how to deal with a large volume of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To clarify ambiguous concepts that is used as synonymous</td>
<td>Analyzing a concept may result in value attachment. It may cloud the analytic processes in the researcher and thus jeopardize the whole research process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Healthcare staff are surrounded by ethically difficult situations in clinical practice [34], where emotions play a fundamental role in an informative way in describing moral inquiry [22] [35], moral judgment and decision-making [36]. In moral deliberation the staff process their thinking and feelings related to a patient case they interacted with (Molewijk et al. 2008c; Plantinga et al. 2012) and it was found that MCD could enhance emotional support [37]. There are both positive and negative emotions where positive emotions relate to feeling valuable, supportive, helping patients and relatives. It also gives a sense of doing something good for others and showing compassion [35]. Bad emotions related to ethically difficult situations could be frustration, uneasiness, powerlessness and uncertainties in staff-patient or next-of-kin relationship [34].

6) Moral support and joint learning

One of the attributes that pervades the concept of Moral Case Deliberation is to give moral support to the staff and increase the ability to learn from each other. The MCD discussion and moral support can enhance staff members’ understanding of each other’s reasoning and acting [19] [38]. Moral support could be given by either the facilitator during the MCD or from the staff members to each other. This kind of support should be neutral in that the person who supports should be impartial in order to avoid conflict. In the MCD the facilitators is the person who supports the staff sometimes through training or experience in order to develop their facilitator abilities. For example, abilities for listening, patience, responsibility [23] [32]. Staff working in elderly care use ethics support in order to deliver good care, but because of other priorities less attention has been given to ethics support [39].

7) Identify antecedents and consequences

The identification of antecedents and consequences helps to refine the critical attributes and to map out the contexts in which the concept is generally used [15]. Antecedents describe important situations, events or incidents that must occur prior to the occurrence of the concept of interest. Antecedents help in understanding the concept in a particular social context [40]. In contrast, consequences occur as a result of the use of the concept. The consequences of moral case deliberation might be: Improve moral communication among healthcare staff, better ability to recognize moral dilemmas, greater moral awareness, improved quality of patient care, consider institutional change in order to improve quality of care, staff are able to make independent and competent decision and improved morale.

8) Related concepts

In the previous section, I provided definitions of the words “moral”, “case”, and “deliberation” from dictionaries and examined how the academic literature defines the whole concept. In the next step I suggested possible defining attributes of the concept. Now it is possible to examine two concepts, which are closely linked to MCD but which, in each case, have slightly different meanings.

A related concept has most but not all of the characteristics that define the concept of MCD. I am describing related concepts because I want to explain the
differences and similarities between MCD and two related concepts: ethical consultations and ethics rounds [41].

9) Ethical consultation

Ethics consultation is a service provided by an expert in ethics to help healthcare professionals deal with ethical problems in healthcare. The purpose of ethical consultations is to improve the quality of healthcare for the patient. Ethics consultations have been shown to help patients and professionals clarify ethical problems arising in the daily practice of healthcare and to improve collaborative decision-making [42] [43]. Consultations can be carried out by individual consultants or by ethics committees, generally following requests by healthcare professionals or by patients or their surrogates [44] [45]. In ethics consultation staffs discuss the nature of ethical problems which they are facing in their everyday practice. Ethics consultation is led by consultants trained in ethics. The purpose of ethics consultations is to increase moral competencies and to resolve ethical problems between staff and patients thorough dialogue. Therefore, although this concept involves discussion of ethical aspects of a concrete case, the parties do not discuss the case collectively, but individually with the consultant. In addition, the ethics consultant has an influential advisory role and may propose solutions [46]. They are not merely a facilitator in the sense of MCD, where mutual dialogue occurs and everybody is equal. Therefore, the related case of ethics consultation does not fit all of the defining attributes of MCD.

10) Ethics round

Ethics rounds concern medical and moral problems where healthcare professionals from different disciplines come together to discuss a patient case which they find ethically difficult to resolve. The purpose of ethics rounds is to help healthcare professionals reflect and discuss healthcare issues, specifically ethical aspects [47]. Ethics rounds from a healthcare perspective describe a patient’s medical issues and ethical issues which are connected to the case through a conversation led by a facilitator. The goal of the ethics round is through discussion, particularly through listening to each other’s perspectives, to improve patient care and illuminate medical practice in everyday work [48]. Ethics rounds aim also to improve ethical competencies and help healthcare professionals to deal with ethical dilemmas [47] or provide training in moral reasoning through reflections upon ethical decision-making [38]. The case of ethics rounds fulfils all five defining attributes. It is difficult to distinguish ethics rounds from MCD, in part because of the breadth of the concepts, which overlap greatly (Table 4).

4. Discussion and Conclusion

This article has defined the four attributes of MCD, and can provide a definition, which corresponds to its use in the literature. It was possible to distinguish MCD from ethical consultation, but not from the term ethical rounds. Attempts to review the defining attributes of MCD in order to exclude ethical rounds were unsuccessful. This is perhaps because the terms can be used interchangeably, in
Table 4. The effects of Moral Case Deliberation for healthcare staff.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Improved communication among healthcare staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Healthcare staff will have better ability to recognize moral dilemmas in their clinical practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Greater moral awareness among healthcare staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Improved quality of care for the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Consider institutional and organizational change in order to improve quality of care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Healthcare staff will be able to make independent and competent decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Improved morale among healthcare staff.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One study the MCD described as an umbrella term for ethics rounds [37], alongside other terms such as ethical case discussion and ethics reflection groups which are also used in the healthcare setting. However, it was clear that a contrary case, involving a hierarchical discussion between a doctor and a nurse, did not fulfill any of the criteria of MCD. This concept of moral case deliberation has been analyzed using Rodger’s method of concept analysis. The clarification of the moral case deliberation was necessary for the ongoing ethical reflection for healthcare personnel. It is important to understand the distinction and characteristics of moral case deliberation in relation to other related approaches. The distinction emphasizes that in moral case deliberation there are certain aspects that must be considered when providing ethical support. Moral case deliberation emphasizes that the ethical reflection needs to be facilitated by an external facilitator with knowledge of ethics [32]. The role of the facilitator is also to keep an eye on the group’s emotions related to the ethically difficult situation that they experience [35]. Ethically difficult situations are a large part of the day-to-day increasing challenges for staff working in healthcare settings and it involves various contexts and situations [49] [50] [51] [52]. These issues have often been deliberated in a group discussion among nurses and other health care staffs. They include circumstances in which moral obligations demand or appear to demand that staff adopt each of two alternatives but incompatible actions, but cannot perform any of these alternatives [3]. The bioethics literature has clarified ethical issues in terms of conflict and choice among values, beliefs and options for action. Others, in contrast, find that ethical issues are more about the relationship and attitudes in profession [53]. The discussion and variety of views about what makes a problem to ethical problem indicate that the moral domain is probably wider and richer than mainstream bioethics generally describe.

Our clarification of the concept might be limited by the fact that the search of databases only spanned a twelve-year period from 1995-2017. The results indicate that there are more similarities than differences between different kind of clinical ethics support such as ethics rounds and ethics consultation in relation to MCD. However, this is not surprising since all these methods focus on how to deal with ethically difficult situation rather than what is right action to do in an ethically difficult situation.
Identifying the antecedents and attributes embedded in the concepts may raise staff awareness of the different clinical ethics support and how they are constructed. The consultant within the clinical ethic support can choose an approach with a “top-down” perspective. This perspective can be understood as an authoritarian approach where he/she can decide the best course of action in a particular ethically difficult situation. The consultant/facilitator can also have a mutual “Bottom-up” manner in the interaction with staff, which seems to be the case in MCD. With a “Bottom up” perspective, the personnel can bring a case from their clinical practice, reflect together with the facilitator in an interaction and reach a consensus about what to do.

Another aspect that is important to consider in moral case deliberation is the value of emotions. In the MCD the staffs are allowed to express their emotions which are related to the ethically difficult situation they experience and which did not seem to be clear in the ethics round and ethics consultation. Emotions have been described as important and informative in a relationship between staff [35] [54].

Consequences of the MCD seemed to be: improving communication among healthcare staff, the staff will be able to recognize ethically difficult situations; they could develop greater moral awareness and improved quality of patient care. They would also consider institutional and organizational change in order to improve quality of care, and finally the staff would be able to make independent and competent decision and improved morale (confidence).
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